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We
is

riti ally revisit the issue of power-law running in models with extra dimensions. The analysis

arried out in the

ontext of a higher-dimensional extension of QED, with the extra dimensions

ompa tied on a torus. It is shown that a naive
modes, depends

β

fun tion, whi h simply

ounts the number of

ru ially on the way the thresholds of the Kaluza-Klein modes are

rossed. To solve

these ambiguities we turn to the va uum polarization, whi h, due to its spe ial unitarity properties,
guarantees the physi al de oupling of the heavy modes.
ontext of dimensional regularization, is used for
the

oupling of the

D-dimensional ee

This latter quantity,

al ulated in the

onne ting the low energy gauge

oupling with

tive eld theory. We nd that the resulting relation

only logarithms of the relevant s ales, and no power
to regularize the theory, one nds power

orre tions. If, instead, hard

orre tions, whi h

The possibility of estimating this mat hing is examined in the

orre tions depend

onsequen es of this analysis for gauge

oupling uni ation in theories with extra dimensions are briey dis ussed.

1

omplete theory.

ontext of a toy model. The general

on lusion is that, in the absen e of any additional physi al prin iple, the power

PACS numbers: 11.10.Kk,11.10.Hi,12.10.Dm,12.10.Kt

utos are used

ould be interpreted as an additional

mat hing between the ee tive higher-dimensional model and some unknown, more

strongly on the details of the underlying theory. Possible

ontains

I. INTRODUCTION
The study of models with extra dimensions has re eived a great deal of attention reently [1, 2, 3, 4℄, mainly be ause of the plethora of theoreti al and phenomenologi al
ideas asso iated with them, and the exibility they oer for realizing new, previously
impossible, eld-theoreti

onstru tions.

One of the most

models is that of the early uni ation:

hara teristi

the running of gauge

features of su h

ouplings is supposed

to be modied so strongly by the presen e of the tower of KK modes, that instead of
logarithmi

it be omes linear, quadrati , et , depending on the number of extra dimen-

sions [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21℄. Spe i ally, it has been
widely argued that the gauge

ouplings run as

µδ ,

where the

δ

is the number of

ompa t

extra dimensions. Thus, if the extra dimensions are su iently large, su h a behavior of the
ouplings

ould allow for their uni ation at a

essible energies, of the order of a few TeV,

learly an ex iting possibility.
The assertion that gauge- ouplings display power-law running is based on rather intuitive
arguments: In

MS

s hemes the QED

β

fun tion is proportional to the number of a tive

avors, namely the number of parti les lighter than the renormalization s ale. Using this
argument, and just

ounting the number of modes lighter than

µ,

the  β fun tion of QED in models with extra dimensions grows as
also justied by expli it
utos; sin e the

uto

one easily nds that

µδ .

This behavior is

al ulations of the va uum polarization of the photon using hard
annot be removed, due to the non-renormalizability of the theory,

it is nally identied with the renormalization s ale, a pro edure whi h eventually leads to
a similar

on lusion [6, 7℄ (but with the nal

the naive expe tation in

oe ient adjusted by hand in order to mat h

MS).

Even though these arguments are plausible, the importan e of their
that they should be s rutinized more

MS

onsequen es requires

arefully [22℄. In parti ular, the argument based on

running is rather tri ky. As it is well known, the

MS

s heme, be ause of its mass in-

dependen e, does not satisfy de oupling, already at the level of four-dimensional theories.
Instead, de oupling has to be

imposed by hand every time a threshold is passed: one builds

an ee tive theory below the threshold,

m, and mat

hes it to the theory above the threshold.

This mat hing is

arried out by requiring that some physi al amplitude or Green's fun tion

(i.e. the ee tive

harge) is the same when

al ulated using either theory, at energies where

2

both theories are reliable, namely at
malization s ale,

Q2

mu h below the threshold. Then, sin e the renor-

µ, is still a free parameter, one

logarithms in the mat hing equations. In the

Tr {IDirac} = 4

hooses

µ around m, in order to avoid large

ase of gauge

one nds (at one loop) that gauge

ouplings and

ouplings are

statement is, however, extremely s heme dependent: just by
gets

MS

ontinuous at

hoosing

s hemes with

µ = m.

This

Tr {IDirac } = 2D/2

it

ompletely modied (see for instan e [23℄) . In addition to these standard ambiguities,

a new

ompli ation arises in the

ontext of higher-dimensional models. In parti ular, the

aforementioned pro edure requires that the dierent s ales be widely separated in order to
avoid that higher dimension operators, generated in the pro ess of mat hing, be ome important.

However, the

satised in the

ondition of having well-separated thresholds is rather marginally

ase of an innite tower of KK modes with

Mn = nMc (Mc

is the

ation s ale). In fa t, as we will see in detail later, the results obtained for a
just

β

ompa ti-

fun tion that

ounts the number of a tive modes depend very strongly on the pres ription

the way the various thresholds are

hosen for

rossed.

As has been hinted above, the deeper reason behind these additional type of ambiguities
is the fa t that, gauge theories in more than

4 dimensions,

ompa tied or not, are not renor-

malizable. At the level of the 4-dimensional theory with an innite number of KK modes the
non-renormalizability manifests itself by the appearan e of extra divergen es, en ountered
when summing over all the modes. If the theory is not ompa tied the non-renormalizability
is even more evident, sin e gauge
sion

1/M δ/2 .

ouplings in theories with

δ

extra dimensions have dimen-

Therefore, gauge theories in extra dimensions should be treated as ee tive

eld theories (EFT). Working with su h theories presents several di ulties, but, as we have
learned in re ent years, they

an also be very useful. In the

extra dimensions, there is no alternative: basi
ables or the uni ation of

ouplings,

ase of quantum eld theories in

questions, su h as the

al ulation of observ-

an only be addressed in the framework of the EFT's.

However, before attempting to answer spe i

questions related to the running of

in the extra-dimensional theories, one should rst

ouplings

larify the type of EFT one is going to

use, sin e there are, at least, two types of EFT [24℄: In one type, known as Wilsonian EFT
(WEFT) [25℄, one keeps only momenta below some s ale
momenta or heavy parti les are en oded in the

Λ,

while all the ee ts of higher

ouplings of the ee tive theory. This method

is very intuitive and leads, by denition, to nite results at ea h step; however, the presen e
of the

uto in all expressions makes the method
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umbersome to use, and in the parti ular

ase of gauge theories di ult to re on ile with gauge-invarian e.
has already been applied to the problem of running of
extra dimensions, but only for the

The WEFT approa h

ouplings in theories with

ase of s alar theories [21℄. Within the

ompa t

ontext of another

type of EFT, often termed  ontinuum ee tive eld theories (CEFT) (see for instan e
[24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31℄), one allows the momenta of parti les to vary up to innity, but
heavy parti les are removed from the spe trum at low energies. As in the WEFT
ee ts of heavier parti les are absorbed into the

ase the

oe ients of higher dimension operators.

Sin e the momenta are allowed to be innite, divergen es appear, and therefore the CEFT
need to undergo both regularization and renormalization. In hoosing the spe i
arrying out the above pro edures parti ular

s heme for

are is needed. Whereas in prin iple one

ould

use any s heme, experien e has shown that the most natural s heme for studying the CEFT
is dimensional regularization with minimal subtra tion [24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31℄. CEFT are
widely used in Physi s: for example, when in the

ontext of QCD one talks about 3, 4 or 5

a tive avors, one is impli itly using this latter type of ee tive theories [27, 32℄. Moreover,
most of the analyses of Grand Uni ation [28, 33℄ resort to CEFT-type of

onstru tions: one

has a full theory at the GUT s ale, then an ee tive eld theory below the GUT s ale (SM
or MSSM) is built, and then yet another ee tive eld theory below the Fermi s ale (just
QED+QCD). In these

ases the

only in order to simplify the

omplete theory is known, and the CEFT language is used

al ulations at low energies and to

ontrol the large logarithms

whi h appear when there are widely separated s ales. Nevertheless, CEFT's are useful even
when the

omplete theory is not known, or when the

annot be worked out; this is the

onne tion with the

omplete theory

ase of Chiral Perturbation theory (χP T ) [34, 35, 36, 37℄

(for more re ent reviews see also [29, 38, 39℄).
It is important to maintain a sharp distin tion between the two types of EFT mentioned
above, i.e. Wilsonian or

ontinuum, be ause

on eptually they are quite dierent. However,

perhaps due to the fa t that the language is in part

ommon to both types of theories, it

seems that they are often used inter hangeably in the literature, espe ially when employing
utos within the CEFT framework. In parti ular, sin e the

[αi ] = M −n ,
where

Λ

when

αi

have dimensions

omputing loops one generally obtains ee ts whi h grow as

is the formal CEFT

uto, and as su h is void of physi s. As a

i al observables should be made as independent of these
as many

ouplings

onsequen e, phys-

utos as possible by introdu ing

ounterterms as needed to renormalize the answer.
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(Λn αi )m ,

Not performing these renor-

malizations

orre tly, or identifying naively formal

ee tive theory,

an lead to

utos with the physi al

utos of the

ompletely non-sensi al results (see for instan e [40, 41℄). This

type of pitfalls may be avoided by simply using dimensional regularization, sin e the latter
has the spe ial property of not mixing operators with dierent dimensionalites.
The usual way to treat theories with

ompa tied extra dimensions is to dene them as

a 4-dimensional theory with a trun ated tower of KK modes at some large but otherwise
arbitrary

Ns , a pro

edure whi h ee tively amounts to using a hard

the extra dimensions. Thus, physi al quantities
on the
already

uto

Ns ,

al ulated in this s heme depend expli itly

whi h is subsequently identied with some physi al

ommented,

Ns

plays the role of a formal

uto. However, as

uto, and is therefore plagued with all

the aforementioned ambiguities. Identi ation of this formal
uto

uto in the momenta of

uto with a universal physi al

an give the illusion of predi tability, making us forget that we are dealing with a

non-renormalizable theory with innite number of parameters, whi h

an be predi tive only

at low energies, where higher dimension operators may be negle ted.
In this paper we want to analyze the question of the running of gauge
with

ouplings in theories

ompa t dimensions from the CEFT  anoni al point of view. We hasten to emphasize

that even the CEFT presents

on eptual problems in theories with

ompa tied dimensions.

Spe i ally, as mentioned above, in the CEFT approa h the (virtual) momenta are allowed
to vary up to innity; however, momenta related to the

ompa tied extra dimensions turn

out to be KK masses in the 4-dimensional ompa tied theory, where it is supposed that one
only keeps parti les lighter than the relevant s ale. Thus, trun ating the KK series amounts
to

utting o the momenta of the

ompa tied dimensions. Therefore, in order to dene a

true non- uto CEFT s heme we are for ed to keep all KK modes. Our main motivation
is to seriously explore this approa h, and investigate both its virtues and its limitations for
the problem at hand.
quantities

We hope that this study will help us identify more

an and whi h

annot be

learly whi h

omputed in ee tive extra-dimensional theories.

The paper is organized as follows: In se tion II we dis uss the usual arguments in favor
of power-law running of gauge
KK thresholds are

ouplings and show that they depend

rossed. In parti ular we show that, a one-loop

ounts the number of modes, diverges for more than

5

β

ru ially on the way

fun tion whi h simply

dimensions, if the physi al way of

passing thresholds di tated by the va uum polarization fun tion (VPF) is imposed.
In se tion III we introdu e a theory with one fermion and one photon in 4+δ dimensions,
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with the extra

δ ones

ompa tied. This theory, whi h is essentially QED in 4+δ dimensions,

serves as toy model for studying the issue of power

orre tions and the running of the oupling

in a denite framework.
In se tion IV we study the question of de oupling KK modes in the aforementioned theory
by analyzing the behavior of the VPF of the (zero-mode) photon.

Sin e, as

ommented

above, de oupling the KK modes one by one is problemati , we study the question of how to
de ouple all of them at on e. To a

omplish this we

KK modes in luded, and study how it redu es at

onsider the VPF of the photon with all

Q2 ≪ Mc

to the standard QED VPF with

only one light mode. Sin e the entire KK tower is kept untrun ated, the theory is of
non-renormalizable; therefore, to

ompute the VPF we have to regularize and renormalize

it in the spirit of the CEFT, in a similar way that observables are dened in

χP T ,

it is most

ourse

χP T .

As in

onvenient to use dimensional regularization with minimal subtra tion, in

order to maintain a better

ontrol on the mixing among dierent operators. However, at

the level of the 4-dimensional theory the non-renormalizability manifest itself through the
appearan e of divergent sums over the innite KK modes, and dimensional regularization
does no seem to help in regularizing them. The dimensional regularization of the VPF is
eventually a
when the

δ

omplished by exploiting the fa t that its UV behavior
extra dimensions have not been

oin ides to that found

1

ompa tied . To explore this point we rst

resort to the standard unitarity relation (opti al theorem), whi h relates the imaginary part
of the VPF to the total

ross se tion in the presen e of the KK modes; the latter is nite

be ause the phase-spa e trun ates the series. For

Q2 ≫ Mc2 the un

ompa tied result for the

imaginary part of the VPF is rapidly rea hed, i.e. after passing a few thresholds. We then
ompute the real part of the one-loop VPF in the non- ompa t theory in
where, of

ourse we

4+δ

dimensions,

an use dire tly dimensional regularization to regularize it (sin e no

KK redu tion has taken pla e).

For later use we also present results in whi h the same

quantity is evaluated by using hard

utos. Finally, we show that the UV divergen es of

the one-loop VPF are indeed the same in both the (torus)- ompa tied and un ompa tied
theories. Therefore, in order to regularize the VPF in the

ompa tied theory with an innite

number of KK modes it is su ient to split the VPF into two pie es, an un ompa tied
1

This is in a way expe ted, sin e for very large Q2 ≫ Mc = 1/Rc the ompa ti ation ee ts should be
negligible. Note, however, that this is not always the ase; a known ex eption is provided by the orbifold
ompa ti ation [22℄.
6

pie e,

orresponding to the

ase where the extra dimensions are treated at the same footing

as the four usual ones, and a pie e whi h

ontains all

ompa ti ation ee ts. We show that

this latter pie e is UV and IR nite and pro eed to evaluate it, while all UV divergen es
remain in the former, whi h we evaluate using dimensional regularization.
The results of previous se tions are used in se tion V to dene an ee tive
whi h

an be

ontinuously extrapolated from

harge to study the mat hing of
ouplings of the theory

mZ

if hard
power

to the

to

Q2 ≫ Mc .

αeff (Q)

We use this ee tive

ouplings in the low energy ee tive theory (QED) to the

ontaining an innite of KK modes. In the

regularization we nd that this mat hing
from

Q2 ≪ Mc

harge

ompa ti ation s ale

Mc ,

ontext of dimensional

ontains only the standard logarithmi
with no power

running

orre tions. On the other hand,

utos are used to regularize the VPF in the non- ompa t spa e, one does nd
orre tions, whi h may be interpreted as an additional mat hing between the ee tive

D = 4+δ dimensional eld theory and some more

omplete theory. We dis uss the possibility

of estimating this mat hing in the EFT without knowing the details of the full theory.
This point is studied in a simple extension of our original toy-model, by endowing the
theory

onsidered (QED in 4+δ

Mf ≫ Mc ,

ompa t dimensions) with an additional fermion with mass

whi h is eventually integrated out.

II. CROSSING THRESHOLDS
The simplest argument (apart from the purely dimensional ones) in favor of power-law
running in theories with extra dimensions is based on the fa t that in

β

MS-like

fun tion is proportional to the number of a tive modes. Theories with

dimensions

δ

s hemes the

extra

ompa t

ontain, in general, a tower of KK modes. In parti ular, if we embed QED in

extra dimensions we nd that ele trons (also photons) have a tower of KK modes with masses

Mn2 = (n21 + n22 + · · · + n2δ ) Mc2

with

ni

Mc = 1/Rc

the

ompa ti ation

s ale. The exa t multipli ity of the spe trum depends on the details of the

ompa ti ation

pro edure (torus, orbifold, et ).
modes begin to

integer values and

As soon as we

ross the

ompa ti ation s ale, the KK

ontribute, and therefore one expe ts that the

start to re eive additional

ontributions from them.
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β

fun tion of this theory will

In a general renormalization s heme

satisfying de oupling one

an naively write

β=

X

β0 f

n

where

µ

β0

is the renormalization s ale,

is the



µ
Mn



,

ontribution of a single mode, and

is a general step-fun tion that de ouples the modes as

f (µ/M) → 0 µ ≪ M

namely

and

β=

n<µ/Mc
This argument, simple and
in

MS s

µ

β0 ≈ β0

Z

δ−1

dΩδ n

For instan e in

Ωδ
dn = β0
δ



µ2
Mc2

MS

s hemes


Ωδ = 2π δ/2 /Γ(δ/2)

tion. Then one nds

ompelling as it may seem,

f (µ/M)

rosses the dierent thresholds,

f (µ/M) → 1 µ ≫ M .

f (µ/M) ≡ θ(µ/M − 1) where θ(x) is the step-fun
X

(2.1)

δ/2

.

annot be trusted

(2.2)

ompletely be ause

hemes the de oupling is put in by hand. Therefore, other types of s hemes, in whi h

de oupling seems natural, have been studied in the literature. For instan e, in ref. [7℄ the
VPF of the photon at

Q2 = 0

modes by using a hard
fun tion; in that
by hand one

was

al ulated in the presen e of the innite tower of KK

uto in proper time, and the result was used to

ase the modes de ouple smoothly. In addition, after adjusting the

an reprodu e the aforementioned result obtained in

that this pro edure is equivalent to the use of the fun tion
KK modes

β=

X

β0 e

−

2
Mn
Λ2

n

If one

ompute the

hooses by hand

µδ = Γ(1 + δ/2)Λδ ,

MS.

One

M2
− 2n
Λ

f (Λ/M) ≡ e

β

uto

an easily see

to de ouple the


δ/2
Λ2
≈ β0 π 2
.
Mc

(2.3)

the sum in Eq. (2.3) agrees exa tly with the sum

obtained if one uses a sharp step-fun tion. Even though this parti ular way of de oupling
KK modes appears naturally in some string s enarios [4, 42, 43, 44℄, it hardly appears
ompelling from the eld theory point of view; this pro edure is not any better
than the sharp step-fun tion de oupling of modes: one obtains a smooth

β

on eptually

fun tion be ause

one uses a smooth fun tion to de ouple the KK modes.
These two ways of de oupling KK modes, due to the very sharp step-like behavior they
impose, lead to a nite result in (2.1) for any number of extra dimensions. One is tempted
to ask, however, what would happen if one were to use a more physi al way of passing
thresholds. In fa t, heavy parti les de ouple naturally and smoothly in the VPF, be ause
they

annot be produ ed physi ally. Spe i ally, in QED in 4-dimensions at the one-loop
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level, the imaginary part,

ℑmΠ(q 2 ),

theorem, to the tree level

ross se tions

of the VPF

σ

ℑmΠ(s) =
Given a parti ular

Π(q 2 )

is dire tly related, via the opti al

for the physi al pro esses

ontribution to the spe tral fun tion

via a on esubtra ted dispersion relation.

f,

q 2 < 0,

ℑmΠ(s),

ΠR (Q) = Q

Z

∞

ds

4m2f

α ≡ e2 /(4π).

The above properties

nf − 1

[23, 46, 47℄. However, one

one extra dimension. To see that, let us

Q

is the physi al

(2.5)

→ ∞,

nf

ouplings

avors and that

harge is the same for

orre t relation between the

Q2 ≪ mf

ouplings in the

annot work for more than

onsider the de oupling fun tion
aptures

harge

ount the non-abelian nature of the

f (µ/M)

provided

orre tly the physi al thresholds. The

may be obtained by dierentiating

f (µ/M) = µ2 /(µ2 +5M 2 ).

/m2f

an easily see that this

by the one-loop VPF, whi h, as explained,

ΠR (Q)

on e with respe t to

Q2 ;

an be well-approximated by a simpler fun tion of the form

We see immediately that if we insert this last fun tion in Eq. (2.1)

and perform the sum over all KK modes the result is
(with a

2

omputes the VPF of QCD with

in the two theories. This pro edure gives the

it is known [48℄ that the answer

q

Q2 /m2f → 0

avors, and requires that the ee tive

f (µ/M)

ontribution of

omputing the mat hing equations between

in QCD at quark mass thresholds. One

orresponding

an be re onstru ted

an be extended to the QCD ee tive

[45℄, with the appropriate modi ations to take into a
theory, and provide a physi al way for

on-

1
1
ℑmΠ(s)
s(s + Q2 ) π

f

two theories

ΠR (q 2 )

orresponding

Q2 ≡ −q 2 ):

!

2
4

1
Q
Q

α  15 m2 + O m4
= ×
f
f 2 
 2
π 

Q
5
1
 ln 2 − + O mf2
3
9
Q
m

of QCD with

the

For example, for the oneloop

as usual we dene

2

where

(2.4)

hoosing the onshell renormalization s heme, one nds (if

momentum transfer with

by

s
σ(e+ e− → f + f − ) .
e2

tribution to the renormalized va uum polarization fun tion

the fermion

e+ e− → f + f − ,

onvergent only for one extra dimension

oe ient whi h is dierent from the one obtained with the renormalization s hemes

mentioned earlier), while it be omes highly divergent for several extra dimensions.

We

on lude therefore that the physi al way of de oupling thresholds provided by the VPF
seems to lead to a divergent

β

fun tion in more than one extra dimension. As we will see,
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this is due to the fa t that, in order to dene properly the one-loop VPF for

δ > 1,

more

than one subtra tion is needed.

III. A TOY MODEL
To be denite we will

onsider a theory with one fermion and one photon in

δ

dimensions, in whi h the

Rc ≡ 1/Mc .

extra dimensions are

ompa tied on a torus of equal radii

The Lagrangian is given by

1
Lδ = − F M N FM N + iψ̄γ M DM ψ + Lct ,
4
where

M = 0, · · · , 3, · · · , 3 + δ .

indi es

δ

the

µ = 0, · · · 3. DM = ∂M −ieD AM

is the

e4 ,

eD

Lct

4+δ



Mc
2π

δ/2

by

4+

oupling are related by

.

(3.2)
oupling and the

ompa ti a-

fπ

in

2+D

or

an regard it as a free parameter (as

represents possible gauge invariant operators with dimension

higher, whi h are in general needed for renormalizing the theory; they
if a more

oupling in

ompa ti ation, the dimensionless

is determined from the four-dimensional gauge

Finally

eD the

2

tion s ale, but in the un ompa tied spa e we

χP T ).

After

and the dimensionfull

e4 = eD
Evidently

ovariant derivative with

[eD ] = 1/M δ/2 .

oupling in four-dimensions,

ompa ti ation s ale

(3.1)

We will also use greek letters to denote four-dimensional

dimensions whi h has dimension

gauge

4+δ

an be

omputed only

omplete theory, from whi h our ee tive theory originates, is given. For instan e,

omputing the VPF we will see that a

Lct =

Lct

of the form

c1
DM F M K D N FN K + · · ·
2
Ms

(3.3)

is needed to make it nite.
The spe trum after
dimensional

ompa ti ation

omponents of the gauge boson), the

remain in the spe trum as
masses
2

ontains a photon (the zero mode of the four-

δ

δ

extra

omponents of the gauge boson

massless real s alars, a tower of massive ve tor bosons with

Mn2 = (n21 + n22 + · · · + n2δ ) Mc2 , ni ∈ Z, ni 6= 0 , 2[δ/2]

massless Dira

fermions (here

Note that the fa tors 2π depend on the exa t way the extra dimensions are ompa tied (on a ir le,
orbifold, et ).
10

the symbol

[x]

massive Dira

represents the

losest integer to

x

smaller or equal than

of the gauge boson remain in the spe trum, and se ond be ause in

theory with

4 · 2[δ/2]

2[δ/2]

Dira

the identity of the

γ

fermions. In the

D =4+δ

matri es, whi h just

using some more appropriate
remove the extra

δ

extra

4+δ

omponents

dimensions the

omponents, whi h remain as zero modes, leading at low energy to a
theory these will arise from the tra e of

ounts the number of

To obtain QED as a low energy one should proje t out the

one Dira

and a tower of

fermions with masses given also by the above mass formula. Note that this

theory does not lead to normal QED at low energies, rst be ause the

fermions have

x),

omponents of the spinors.

orre t degrees of freedom by

ompa ti ation (for instan e, orbifold

ompa ti ations

an

omponents of the photon from the low energy spe trum, and leave just

fermion). However this is not important for our dis ussion of the VPF, we just

have to remember to drop the additional fa tors

2[δ/2]

to make

onta t with usual QED

with only one fermion. Theories of this type, with all parti les living in extra dimensions
are

alled theories with universal extra dimensions [49℄ and have the

all the ee ts of the KK modes below the
to the

onservation of the KK numbers.

ompa ti ation s ale

In parti ular, and

hara teristi

that

an el at tree level due

ontrary to what happens in

theories where gauge and s alar elds live in the bulk and fermions in the brane [50, 51℄,
no divergen es asso iated to summations over KK towers appear at tree level. Finally, the
ouplings of the ele tron KK modes to the standard zero-mode photon are universal and
di tated by gauge invarian e. The

ouplings among the KK modes

an be found elsewhere

[52, 53℄; they will not be important for our dis ussion of the VPF that we present here.

IV. THE VACUUM POLARIZATION IN THE PRESENCE OF

KK

MODES

In this se tion we will study in detail the behavior of the one-loop VPF in the theory
dened above for general values of the number

δ

of extra dimensions The main problems we

want to address are: i) the general divergen e stru ture of the VPF, ii) demonstrate that it is
possible to regulate the UV divergen es using dimensional regularization, iii) the appearan e
of non-logarithmi

(power)

orre tions, and, iv) their

obtained when resorting to a hard- uto regularization.

11

omparison to the analogous terms

A. The imaginary part of the va uum polarization
One an try to ompute dire tly the VPF of the zero-mode photon in a theory with innite
KK fermioni

modes. However, one immediately sees that, in addition to the logarithmi

divergen es that one nds in QED, new divergen es are en ountered when summing over the
innite number of KK modes. One
more

an understand the physi al origin of these divergen es

learly by resorting to the unitarity relation (here

s

denotes the

enter-of-mass energy

available for the produ tion pro ess):

s X
σ(e+ e− → fn+ fn− )
2
e4 n


2Mn2 p
α4 X
1+
1 − 4Mn2 /s ,
=
3 n<n
s

ℑmΠ(δ) (s) =

(4.1)

th

where

n

< nth

represents

4 (n21 + n22 + · · · n2δ ) Mc2 < s,
for

s ≫ Mc2

the

and

sum

over

α4 = e24 /(4π).

all

the

ele tron

This sum

α4 (δ + 2) π (δ+1)/2
ℑmΠ (s) ≈ 3+δ
2
Γ ((δ + 5)/2)
It turns out that this last result
extra dimensions are not
ompa ti ation
as

modes

su h

that

an be evaluated approximately

by repla ing it by an integral; then we obtain



(δ)

grounds:

KK

s
Mc2

δ/2

.

(4.2)

aptures the behavior of the same quantity when the

ompa t; this is so be ause, at high energies, the ee ts of the

an be negle ted. In fa t, this result may be dedu ed on simple dimensional

ommented, the gauge

oupling in

4+δ

dimensions has dimension

δ/2

therefore one expe ts that

ℑmΠ(δ) (s)

obtained from the expli it

al ulation. To see how rapidly one rea hes this regime we

will grow with

s

as

(s/M 2 )

1/M δ/2 ;

, whi h is what we

plot the exa t result of

ℑmΠ(δ) (s)

in Fig.1, the asymptoti

limit is rea hed very fast, espe ially for higher dimensions.

pra ti al purposes one
threshold,

Q > 2Mc ,

Now we

together with the asymptoti

an reliably use the asymptoti

value.

As we

an

an see
For

value soon after passing the rst

in urring errors whi h are below 10%.

an try to obtain the real part by using a dispersion relation as the one used

in 4-dimensional QED, i.e.

Eq.(2.5).

However, one immediately sees that it will need a

number of subtra tions whi h depends on the value of

δ.

Thus, for just one extra dimension,

as in 4-dimensional QED, one subtra tion is enough, for
are needed, and so on.

δ=2

and

δ=3

two subtra tions

This just manifests the non-renormalizability of the theory, and

12

δ=1
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δ=2
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δ=3

30
20
10

1
FIG. 1:

ℑmΠ(δ) (Q)

as

2

3

4

ompared with the asymptoti
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5
value (δ

6

= 1, 2, 3). Q is

given in units of

Mc .

in the ee tive eld theory language, the need for higher dimension operators a ting as
ounterterms. Even though this absorptive approa h is perfe tly a
preferable to have a way of

eptable, it would be

omputing the real part dire tly at the Lagrangian level (by

omputing loops, for instan e). As

ommented in the introdu tion, to a

omplish this we

will use dimensional regularization.

B. The va uum polarization in un ompa tied 4 + δ dimensions
When using dimensional regularization to
to be denoted

Πuc ,

ompute the VPF in un ompa tied spa e,

simple dimensional arguments suggest that one should typi ally obtain

ontributions of the form

Πuc (Q) ∝

e24

δ

Q
,
2π
Mc

sin e the two verti es in the loop provide a fa tor

e2D , whose dimensions must be

by the only available s ale in the problem, namely
the relation of Eq.(3.2) in order to trade o

eD

for

Q2 .
e4 .

In the above formula we have used
The omitted

be generally divergent, and will be regularized by letting
Let us

ompute the VPF

the dimensions will be

N
ΠM
uc (q)

ontinued to

N
ΠM
uc (q)

=

ompensated

oe ient in front will

δ → δ − ǫ.

in un ompa tied spa e, assuming that, if ne essary,
omplex values. We have that

ie2D

Z



1
d4+δ k
M1 N
,
Tr γ
γ
(2π)4+δ
/k /k + /q

(4.3)

whi h, by gauge-invarian e assumes the standard form


N
2 MN
ΠM
− q M q N Πuc (q) .
uc (q) = q g

If we now were to use that, in

D -dimensions, Tr[γ M γ N ] = 2[D/2] g M N , we would nd that the

low energy limit has an extra

2[δ/2]

ompa ti ation: there are

2[δ/2]

fa tor, whi h, as

ommented, is an artifa t of the torus

too many fermions in the theory. Therefore we simply drop

this fa tor by hand. Moreover, we use Eq.(3.2) and employ the proper-time parametrization
in intermediate steps, thus arriving at:

e2
Πuc (Q) = 42
2π
=

e24
2π 2



π

π
Mc2

δ/2

δ/2 Z

2

Γ (2 +
Γ(4 + δ)

1

0
δ
)
2

dxx(1 − x)

Z

∞

dτ
1+ 2δ


exp −τ x(1 − x)Q2

τ
0
   2 δ/2
Q
δ
.
Γ −
2
Mc2
14

(4.4)

A simple
end we let

Now we

he k of this result may be obtained by

Q2 → −q 2 − iǫ

an use that

with

q 2 > 0.

omputing its imaginary part. To that

Then


ℑm −q 2 − iǫ

δ/2

= − q2

δ/2

sin

Γ(−δ/2)Γ(1 + δ/2) = −π/ sin(δπ/2)

2π δ/2 Γ2 (2 + 2δ )
ℑm {Πuc (q)} = α4
Γ(4 + δ)Γ(1 + δ/2)



q2
Mc2

δ/2

δπ
.
2

to write

α4 (δ + 2) π (δ+1)/2
= 3+δ
2
Γ ((δ + 5)/2)



q2
Mc2

δ/2

whi h agrees with our previous result of Eq.(4.2).
For odd values of

δ , the one-loop Πuc (Q)

al ulated by analyti

omputed above is nite, sin e the

Γ(− 2δ )

an be

ontinuation. This result is in a way expe ted, sin e in odd number

of dimensions, by Lorentz invarian e, there are no appropriate gauge invariant operators
able to absorb any possible innities generated in the one-loop VPF; this would require
operators whi h give

Πuc (Q)

ontributions that go like

Qδ .

Noti e, however, that at higher orders

will eventually be ome divergent. For instan e, in ve dimensions at two loops, the

VPF should go as
by these

Q2 ,

ontributions

sin e there are four elementary verti es. The divergen es generated
ould be absorbed in an operator su h as the one

previous se tion, namely

DM F M K D N FN K .

On the other hand, when

a pole, and subtra tions are needed already at one loop.

To

δ

onsidered in the

is even,

Γ(− 2δ )

has

ompute the divergent and

nite parts in a well-dened way we will use dimensional regularization, i.e. we will assume
that

δ →δ−ǫ

. Noti e however that, unlike in 4-dimensions, we not need to introdu e an

additional s ale at this point, i.e. the equivalent of the 't Hooft mass s ale
role of
pole a

µ,

and

an be used to keep

e4

dimensionless. After expanding in

ǫ

µ: Mc

plays the

we nd a simple

ompanied by the usual logarithm

Πuc (Q) ∝



Q2
Mc2

Here the ellipses represent a nite

δ/2 

2
− + ln(Q2 /Mc2 ) + · · ·
ǫ

.

(4.5)

onstant. Now, to renormalize this result we must intro-

du e higher dimension operators (for instan e, if
the job) whi h



δ = 2 the operator DM F M K D N FN K

ould absorb the divergent pie e. The downside of this, however, is that we

also have to introdu e an arbitrary

ounterterm,

κ,

orresponding to the

ontribution of the

higher dimension operator; thus we obtain a nite quantity proportional to
Note that, sin e

will do

κ

is arbitrary, we

log(Q2 /Mc2 ) + κ.

an always introdu e ba k a renormalization s ale and
15

write

log(Q2 /Mc2 ) + κ = log(Q2 /µ2 ) + κ(µ) with κ(µ) = κ + log(µ2 /Mc2 ).

to remark that, in the
need any

It is also important

ase of odd number of dimensions, although at one loop we do not

ounterterm to make the VPF nite, higher dimensional operators

ould still be

present and ae t its value.
In the

ase of un ompa tied spa e, it is interesting to

that obtained by regularizing the integral using a hard
arry out the integral of Eq. (4.4), with a

e2
Πuc (Q) = 42
2π
Then, for

δ = 1, 2, 3



π
Mc2

δ/2 Z

1

dx x(1 − x)

0

Z

dτ

∞

τ0

Π(2)
uc (Q)

e2
= 42
2π

Π(3)
uc (Q)

e2
= 42
2π


τ 1+δ/2


exp −τ x(1 − x)Q2 .


√ 2
√ 
πQ
πΛ
3π 2 Q
,
−
+
+
64Mc 15Mc Λ
3Mc

πQ2
πΛ2
+
6Mc2 30Mc2

e2
= 42
2π

uto. To study this it is enough to

τ0 = 1/Λ2:

we obtain

Π(1)
uc (Q)

As we

uto in

ompare the above result with





(4.7)

77
log(Q /Λ ) + γ −
30
2

2

π 3/2 Q2 Λ π 3/2 Λ3
5π 3 Q3
−
+
768Mc3
15Mc3
9Mc3

an see, the pie es whi h are independent of the



(4.6)



,

.

(4.8)

(4.9)

uto are exa tly the same

ones we obtained using dimensional regularization. But, in addition, we obtain a series of
ontributions whi h depend expli itly on the
gauge
In the

oupling whi h behave as

uto. For instan e we nd

Λδ , and just redene the gauge

ase of 5 dimensions we also generate a term linear in

by 1/Λ, and therefore it approa hes zero for large
the same logarithmi
be

Q2 ;

however it is suppressed

ase of 6 dimensions we obtain

uto is absorbed in the appropriate

dimensions we also nd divergent

ontributions whi h go as

Q2 .

ounterterm.

an

For 7

This means that, when

utos, higher dimension operators in the derivative expansion (e.g. operators giving

ontributions as
In the

In the

oupling we started with [54℄.

behavior we found with dimensional regularization, and the result

ast in identi al form, if the

using

Λ.

orre tions to the

Q2

or higher) are ne essary to renormalize the theory and must be in luded.

ase of dimensional regularization this type of operators is not stri tly needed at one

loop; however, nothing forbids them in the Lagrangian, and they
ounterterms. If one were to identify the
one might get the impression that,

Λ

ould appear as nite

in the above expressions with a physi al

uto,

ontrary to the dimensional regularization approa h where

16

arbitrary

ounterterms are needed, one

one additional parameter, namely
arbitrary, we simply have
regulator fun tion we
for those few

Λ.

ould now obtain all types of

ontributions with only

This is however not true: the regulator fun tion is

hosen one among an innity of possibilities. By

an hange the

oe ients of the dierent

ontributions whi h are independent of

Λ.

hanging the

ontributions at will, ex ept

These latter are pre isely the ones

we have obtained by using dimensional regularization. Thus, even when using
has to add

ounterterms from higher dimension operators, absorb the

the result in terms of a series of unknown
regularization we obtain all

utos one

uto, and express

oe ients. The lesson is that with dimensional

al ulable pie es, while the non- al ulable pie es are related to

higher dimensional terms in the Lagrangian.
What we will demonstrate next is that the one-loop VPF in the

ompa tied theory on a

torus

an be renormalized exa tly as the VPF in the un ompa tied theory; this will allow

us to

ompute it for any number of dimensions, and examine its behavior for large and for

small values of the

Q2 .

C. The va uum polarization in δ ompa t dimensions
From the four-dimensional point of view the va uum polarization tensor in the

ompa t-

ied theory is

µν

2

Π (q ) =

X

ie24

n

2
with mn

=

(n21

ation radius

+

n22

Z

+ · · · + n2δ ) Mc2 ;

R = 1/Mc



d4 k
1
1
µ
ν
Tr γ
γ
(2π)4
/k − mn /k + /q − mn
for simpli ity we have assumed a

for all the extra dimensions. The sum over

the sum over all the modes

ni = −∞, · · · , +∞.

The

n

ommon

ompa ti-

denotes

olle tively

ontribution of ea h mode to this

quantity seems quadrati ally divergent, like in ordinary QED; however, we know that gauge
invarian e

onverts it to only logarithmi ally divergent. But, in addition, the sum over all

the modes makes the above expressions highly divergent. Instead of attempting to
it dire tly, we will add and subtra t the
the un ompa tied theory in

4+δ

ontribution of the va uum polarization fun tion of

dimensions:

µν
µν
µν
Πµν (q) = [Πµν (q) − Πµν
uc (q)] + Πuc (q) = Πfin (q) + Πuc (q) .
Here we have taken already into a
and the four-dimensional

ompute

ount the relation between the

oupling in

(4.10)

4+δ dimensions

oupling and have restri ted the external Lorentz indi es to the
17

4-dimensional ones.

Depending on the value of

divergent (naively as

Λδ+2 ,

we

δ

and after taking into a

the va uum polarization
ount gauge invarian e as

an be highly

Λδ ).

However,

an use dimensional regularization (or any other regularization s heme) to make it nite.

The important point is that the quantity

Πµν
fin (Q) is UV and IR nite and

an unambiguously

omputed.
Instead of doing the two
i) We will rst

al ulations from s rat h, we will do the following:

ompute the

ompa tied expression by using S hwinger's proper time,

τ,

to regularize the UV divergen es.
ii) We will show that the UV behavior of the

ompa tied theory,

τ → 0,

is just the

behavior of the un ompa tied theory.
iii) Therefore, to
most divergent

ompute

Πµν
fin (Q) it is su

ontribution when

After a few manipulations

τ → 0.

Πµν (Q)

ient to

ompute

Πµν (Q) and then subtra

We will see that it is su ient to make it nite.

an be written as


Πµν (q) = q 2 g µν − q µ q ν Π(q) ,

where [7℄

Z
Z ∞


dτ
e24 X 1
exp −τ x(1 − x)Q2 + m2n
dxx(1 − x)
Π(Q) = 2
2π n 0
τ
0
Π(Q)

t its

.

an be written in terms of the fun tion

θ̄3 (τ ) ≡
as

e2
Π(Q) = 42
2π

where we have res aled

τ

Z

+∞
X

e

=

n=−∞

1

0

−n2 τ

dxx(1 − x)

Z

0

in order to remove

∞

r

π
θ̄3
τ



π2
τ





dτ
Q2
exp −τ x(1 − x) 2 θ̄3δ (τ ) ,
τ
Mc

Mc

from the

θ̄3 (τ ) fun

tion. This last expression

Π(Q) is highly divergent in the UV (τ → 0), be ause in that limit the θ̄3 (τ ) fun
p
π/τ . Then, if we dene, as in Eq. (4.10), Πfin = Π − Πuc , we have
goes as


Z 1
Z ∞
 π δ/2 
e24
Q2
dτ
δ
Πfin (Q) = 2
,
θ̄3 (τ ) −
exp −τ x(1 − x) 2
dxx(1 − x)
2π 0
τ
Mc
τ
0
for

whi h is

tion

ompletely nite for any number of dimensions. In fa t, the last term provides a

fa tor

Fδ (τ ) ≡

θ̄3δ (τ )

−

 π δ/2
τ

τ →0

−→ 2δ
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 π δ/2
τ

 2
π
,
exp −
τ

0.7

δ=3

0.6
0.5

Fδ

δ=2
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0.3
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δ=1

0.1
2
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8

τ
FIG. 2: Exa t values of
(dashed) for

Fδ (τ )

(solid) as

ompared with the approximation dis ussed in the text

δ = 1, 2, 3.

that makes the integral

onvergent in the UV, while for large

fast. In this region the integral is
the exponential

τ

this fun tion goes to 1 quite

ut o by the exponential of momenta; so we

n
o
Q2
exp −τ x(1 − x) M
2
c

as providing a

uto for

τ > 4Mc2 /Q2 ,

an think of

and

Fδ (τ )

as

τ < π 2 . With this in mind, we an estimate Πfin (Q) as
Z
Z 4Mc2 /Q2
dτ
e2 1
Q2 π 2
e24 X 1
,
Q2 < 4Mc2 /π 2 ;
= − 2 log
dxx(1 − x)
Πfin (Q) ≈ 2
2
2π n 0
τ
2π
6
4M
2
π
c

providing a

uto for

(4.11)

it is just the ordinary running of the zero mode. As

Q2

grows, the upper limit of integration

is smaller than the lower limit, and then we expe t that
region

Π(Q)

will be dominated

Let us evaluate
imate the fun tion

Πfin (Q)
Fδ (τ )

exa t fun tion

Fδ (τ )

should vanish.

In that

Πuc (Q).

for any number of extra dimensions. To this end we will approx-

as follows

Fδ (τ ) =
The mat hing point in

ompletely by

Πfin (Q)


 2δ


π δ/2
τ

n 2o
exp − πτ

τ <π

 1 + 2δ exp {−τ } − π δ/2 τ > π
τ

τ = π

makes the fun tion

ontinuous.

.

(4.12)

In Fig. 2 we display the

(solid) and the approximation above (dashed) for

δ = 1, 2, 3.

The

τ = π.

This

approximation is very good ex ept at a small region around the mat hing point
an be further improved by adding more terms from the expansions of the
19

θ̄(τ )

fun tions.

The approximate expression of Eq.(4.12)
for

Πδfin (Q)

for small

Q2

an be used to obtain semi-analyti al expansions

w ≡ Q2 /Mc2 )

(we dene


√
e24
−0.335 − 0.167 log(w) + 0.463 w − 0.110w + · · · ,
2
2π
e2
(2)
Πfin (Q) = 42 (−0.159 − 0.167 log(w) − 0.105w (log(w) − 1.75) + · · · ) ,
2π

√
e2 
(3)
Πfin (Q) = 42 −0.0937 − 0.167 log(w) + 0.298w − 0.202 w 3 + · · · .
2π
(1)

Πfin (Q) =

To see how good these approximate results are, we
that

an be obtained when

(1)
Πfin (Q)

e2
= 42
2π

δ = 1.

1

Z

0

dxx(1 − x)

e2
= 42
2π
e2
= 42
2π

Z

1

0

This last expression

Z

In this

∞ Z
X
n=1

∞
0

1
0

dxx(1 − x)

an

(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)

ompare with the exa t results

ase we have

 2 2
 π 1/2
nπ
dτ
exp {−τ x(1 − x)w} 2
exp −
τ
τ
τ

∞
o
n
X
p
2
exp −2πn x(1 − x)w
n
n=1





p
dxx(1 − x) −2 log 1 − exp −2π x(1 − x)w
.

an be expanded for

w ≪ 1,

and the integral over

(4.16)

x

an then be

performed analyti ally, yielding

(1)
Πfin (Q)

e2
≈ 42
2π



1
1
3π 2 √
π2
(5 − 6 log(2π)) − log w +
w − w +···
18
6
64
90



,

(4.17)

whi h is in ex ellent agreement with our approximation (see Eq. (4.13)).
Eq. (4.16)

an also be used to obtain the behavior of

obtain

(1)

Πfin (Q) ≈

e24 3ζ(5) Mc4
,
2π 2 π 4 Q4

For higher dimensions things are more
nd

(δ)

Πfin (Q) ≈
where

Kδ

(1)

Πfin (Q)

for

w ≫ 1.

Q2 ≫ Mc2 .

ompli ated, but the behavior is the same, and we

e24 4δΓ(2 + δ/2) Mc4
Kδ 4 ,
2π 2
π 4+δ/2
Q

Q2 ≫ Mc2 ,

is of the order of unity and is determined numeri ally (K1

1.165, K3 = 1.244).
is obvious that the

However, sin e the un ompa tied
ontributions to

In this limit we

Π(δ) (Q)

from

Q2 ≫ Mc2 .

20

(δ)

= ζ(5) = 1.037, K2 =

ontribution grows as

Πfin (Q)

will be

(Q2 /Mc2 )

δ/2

it

ompletely irrelevant for

Adding the nite and the un ompa tied
un ompa tied

ontribution exa tly

(δ)
pansion of Πfin (Q) (the

δ = 3).

Then, for

w

Q2 ≪ Mc2

e2
Π (Q) = 42
2π
(δ)

with the

√

pie e for
and

an els the

δ = 1,

hoosing

Q2 ≪ Mc2

ontributions we nd that for

the

orresponding pie e obtained from the ex-

the

µ = Mc

w log(w)

pie e for

δ = 2,

or the

√

w3

for

we nally nd:



 2
2
1
Q
(δ) Q
(δ)
+ a1
+··· ,
a0 − log
6
Mc2
Mc2

Q2 ≪ Mc2

(4.18)

oe ients for 1,2 and 3 extra dimensions given by

δ
(δ)
a0
(δ)

1

2

3

−0.335 −0.159 −0.0937

a1 −0.110 0.183
As we will see below, in general the

0.298

oe ients

(δ)

a1

an be ae ted by non- al ulable

ontributions from higher dimension operators in the ee tive Lagrangian, whi h we have
not in luded.
The following

omments related to Eq. (4.18), whi h is only valid in the dimensional

regularization s heme we are using, are now in order:
(i) From Eq. (4.18) we see that for small
logarithm with the

orre t

4+δ

energy limit of the VPF

, as expe ted, we re over the standard

oe ient, independently of the number of extra dimensions.

In addition, interestingly enough, we
the full theory in

Q2

an

ompute also the

onstant term. Thus, although

dimensions is non-renormalizable and highly divergent, the low
al ulated in our dimensional regularization s heme is a tually

nite: when seen from low energies the

ompa tied extra dimensions seem to a t as an

ultraviolet regulator for the theory.
(ii) When the energy begins to grow, we start seeing ee ts suppressed by
are nite, at one loop, for any number of dimensions ex ept for
gauge

ouplings have dimensions

(iii) For
possible

δ = 1

1/M δ/2 ,

whi h

This is so be ause the

and therefore, the one-loop VPF goes like

1/M δ .

one nds that, be ause of gauge and Lorentz invarian e, there are no

ounterterms of this dimension. The VPF must be nite, and that is pre isely the

result one obtains with dimensional regularization. This of
are

δ = 2.

Q2 /Mc2 ,

onsidered: for instan e, two-loop diagrams go like

ourse

1/M 2 ,

hanges if higher loops

and, in general, we expe t

that they will have divergen es, whi h, in turn, should be absorbed in the appropriate
ounterterms.

In prin iple the presen e of these
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ounterterms

ould pollute our result;

however, the natural size of these
ompared to the nite
(iv) For

δ=2

ounterterms, arising at two loops, should be suppressed

ontributions we have

omputed.

one nds that the VPF goes as

result is divergent.

1/M 2 ,

already at one loop, and that the

The divergen es have to be absorbed in the appropriate

ounterterm

oming from higher dimension operators in the higher dimensional theory. The immediate
ee t of this, is that the

oe ient of the

Q2

term in

depending on the underlying physi s beyond the
(v) For

δ > 2

all loop

dimensionality of the
ounterterms, whi h
is,

ontributions to the

ouplings.

Π(2) (Q)

be omes arbitrary, its value

ompa ti ation s ale.

Q2

term are nite, simply be ause of the

This, however, does not pre lude the existen e of nite

ould be generated by physi s beyond the

ompa ti ation s ale, that

ontributions from operators suppressed by two powers of the new physi s s ale like the

operator in Eq. (3.3).
For

Q2 ≫ Mc2

the full VPF is

ompletely dominated by the un ompa tied

e2 3π 2
Π(1) (Q) = − 42
2π 64

s

Q2
,
Mc2
 2
Q
e24 π Q2
(2)
log
Π (Q) =
2
2
2π 30 Mc
Mc2

3
e24 5π 3 Q2 2
(3)
Π (Q) =
.
2π 2 768 Mc2
As before, the VPF

ould also re eive non- al ulable

operators whi h we have not in luded; in fa t, for
VPF. How large

an these non- al ulable

is an ee tive theory valid only for
by the lowest power of
goes as

Q2 ;

Q2 .

In the

even above

δ = 1,

happens with
as

2 δ/2

(Q )

the results will be dominated

ontribution, of order

p

an write down

Q2 ,

that we have

ompletely the result, as long as we do not stret h it beyond the

Q2 ; still one

δ = 2,

ounterterms are

ertainly

an hope that the result will be dominated by the logarithm (as

hiral logarithms in

; however there

Mc

the rst operator that one

appli ability of the ee tive Lagrangian approa h. For
needed at order

ontributions from higher dimension

δ = 2, these are needed to renormalize the

therefore we expe t that the one-loop

omputed, will dominate

Q2 ≫ Mc2 ,

ontributions be? Sin e our D-dimensional theory

Q2 ≪ Ms2 ,
ase of

ontribution:

χP T ).

For

δ=3

ould be operators giving

(and higher), the one loop result grows
ontributions of order

Q2

with unknown

oe ients (in fa t although in dimensional regularization those are not needed, they must
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be in luded if

utos are used to regularize the theory). Therefore, unless for some reason

they are absent from the theory, the result will be dominated by those operators.

V. MATCHING OF GAUGE COUPLINGS
Using the VPF
analogue of the

onstru ted in the previous se tion we

onventional QED ee tive

an dene a higher dimensional

harge [55, 56℄, whi h will enter in any pro ess

involving o-shell photons, e.g.

where

α4 = e24 /(4π).


1
1
1 + Π(δ) (Q)
≡
αeff (Q)
α4

We remind the reader that

e4

MSδ

,

(5.1)

denotes the (dimensionless)

oupling

of the four-dimensional theory in luding all KK modes; it is dire tly related to the gauge
oupling in the theory with

δ

extra dimensions by Eq.(3.2). The subs ript

the VPF has been regularized using dimensional regularization in
and that divergen es, when present, are subtra ted a
To determine the relation between
to identify the ee tive
ee tive

harge

α4

omputed in the

In that limit we

MS

pro edure.

oupling in QED, we have

ompa tied theory with the low energy

harge, at some low energy s ale (for instan e

theories are valid.

means that

D = 4 + δ − ǫ dimensions,

ording to the

and the low energy

MSδ

Q2 = m2Z ≪ Mc2 ),

where both

an trust our approximate results of Eq. (4.18), and

write

1
2 (δ)
1
2
+ a0 −
=
log
αeff (mZ )
α4 π
3π
This equation

onne ts the low energy QED



mZ
Mc

oupling with the



.

(5.2)

oupling in the

ompa tied

D-dimensional theory, regularized by dimensional regularization. Note that this equation
is

ompletely independent of the way subtra tions are performed to remove the poles in

1/ǫ.

These poles only appear (and only for even number of dimensions) in the

proportional to

Qδ , whi

h vanish for

Q → 0.

the standard logarithmi running from

mZ

Eq. (5.2)

to the

to noti e that, in this approa h, the logarithm
therefore be

Mc ,

ontributions

ontains, apart from a nite

ompa ti ation s ale

Mc .

onstant,

It is interesting

omes from the nite pie e, and should

onsidered as an infrared (IR) logarithm. When seen from s ales smaller than

these logarithms appear to have an UV origin, while, when seen from s ales above

appear as having an IR nature.
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Mc ,

It is important to emphasize that, in this s heme, the gauge
more above the
happens in

ompa ti ation s ale. This seems

χP T

oupling does not run any

ounter-intuitive, but it is pre isely what

when using dimensional regularization:

fπ

does not run, it just renormalizes

higher dimensional operators [26℄.
Now we

an use Eq. (5.2) to write the ee tive

harge at all energies in terms of the

oupling measured at low energies:


1
1
1
Π(δ) (Q) − Π(δ) (mZ )
≡
+
αeff (Q)
αeff (mZ )
α4

Note that the last term is independent of

α4

.

(5.3)

MSδ

due to the impli it dependen e of

Eq. (5.3) has the form of a momentum-subtra ted denition of the

and at one loop,

Π(δ) (Q) − Π(δ) (mZ )

a momentum-subtra ted denition of the

αeff (Q)

is nite, and

δ > 1,

oupling. For

on it.

oupling; in fa t, in

four dimensions it is just the denition of the momentum-subtra ted running

δ=1

Π(δ)

oupling. For

an still be interpreted as

however, Eq. (5.3) involves

additional subtra tions, a fa t whi h thwarts su h an interpretation.
For

Q2 ≪ Mc2

we

Π(δ) (Q)

an expand

and obtain

1
1
2
≡
−
log
αeff (Q)
αeff (mZ ) 3π



Q
mZ



+O

whi h is nothing but the standard expression of the ee tive
ied by small

orre tions of order

the ee ts of the

oupling (as



,

harge in QED, slightly mod-

Q2 /Mc2

αeff (Q),

approa hes unity,

for ing it to deviate

behavior, as shown in Fig. 3.

ru ial point, however, is that this ee tive

the running

Q2
Mc2

However, as soon as

ompa ti ation s ale start to appear in

dramati ally from the logarithmi
The

Q2 /Mc2 .



harge

annot be interpreted anymore as

an be done in four dimensions) sin e it may re eive

ontributions

from higher dimension operators; in fa t some of them are needed to dene this quantity
properly. These

ontributions have nothing to do with the gauge

as the

oe ient of the operator

gauge

oupling uni ation.

F 2.

In parti ular, one should not use this quantity to study

Instead, one

ould use Eq. (5.2), whi h relates the

measured at low energies with the one appearing in the
energies

Mc < Q < Ms .

ontribution that

D -dimensional Lagrangian

This relation involves a logarithmi

an be reliably

oupling whi h is dened

oupling
valid at

orre tion, whi h is the only

omputed without knowing the physi s beyond

Ms .

It is instru tive to see what happens if instead of dimensional regularization we use hard
utos to regularize the un ompa tied part of the VPF as in Eqs. (4.6)(4.9). Then, when
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1/α
127.8
127.7
127.6

200

FIG. 3: The ee tive

400

600

800

harge against the energy s ale for

Q (GeV)

1000

δ=1

(solid),

δ=2

(short dash),

δ=3

(long dash).

using

utos, one

where

α4 (Λ)

subs ript
dent

an dene an ee tive

now is the

Λ indi

harge as in Eq. (5.1)


1
1
1 + Π(δ) (Q)
≡
αeff (Q)
α4 (Λ)

oupling

Λ

,

(5.4)

onstant in the theory regularized with

ates that the VPF has been regularized with

utos and the

utos. The use of a

oupling obviously implies the WEFT formulation, in whi h the

Λ depen-

uto is not removed

from the theory. On the other hand, in the CEFT formulation one should renormalize the
oupling

onstant by adding the appropriate

ounterterms and then take the limit

This usually brings in a new s ale at whi h the
repla es
arithmi

Λ

oupling is dened, and whi h ee tively

in the previous equation. Noti e also that for

ontributions proportional to

same is true for

δ > 2,

Q2 ,

whi h

δ=2

in Eq. (4.8) there are log-

annot be removed when

but with dependen ies whi h are proportional to

manifests the need of higher dimensional operators, as was already
approa h, to dene properly the ee tive
term that goes as

Λδ

we obtain (we assume

Q.



√ Λ
π
Mc

αeff (mZ ) should be the same in the two s
25

Λ → ∞.

Λ(δ−2) .

an see, the full VPF

This pie e survives when

Q → 0,

δ



2
2 (δ)
log
+ a0 −
π
3π

The

This just

lear in the dispersive

m2Z ≪ Q2 )

1
1
2
=
+
αeff (mZ )
α4 (Λ) 3πδ
Sin e

harge. As one

and is independent of

Λ → ∞.



mZ
Mc

.

ontains a
and thus

(5.5)

hemes, we nd the following relation between

α4

and

α4 (Λ)
1
1
2
=
+
α4
α4 (Λ) 3πδ

If one identies

Λ

with the onset of a more



√ Λ
π
Mc

δ

.

(5.6)

omplete theory beyond the

s ale, but at whi h the EFT treatment is still valid, i.e. if one assumes that

MG

being this new s ale, Eq.(5.6)

the

oupling

α4

ompa ti ation

Λ ∼ MG ≪ Ms ,

ould be reinterpreted as a mat hing equation between

of our ee tive theory and the

oupling of the theory at s ales

Eq. (5.6) generi ally tells us that one expe ts

orre tions whi h go as

MG ,

without knowledge of the full theory beyond

the meaning of

MG , α4 (MG ).

(MG /Mc )δ .

MG

(or even

However,

α4 (MG ))

is

un lear. In parti ular, if the new theory is some Grand Unied Theory in extra dimensions,

MG

will be, in general, not just one single mass, but several masses of the same order

of magnitude, related by dierent
oe ients

oe ients.

ase of logarithmi

running those

an be negle ted, be ause they give small logarithms next to the large logarithms

ontaining the

ommon s ale. However, in the

of the new physi s s ale the situation is
masses

In the

ould

hange

ase of

ontributions whi h depend on powers

ompletely dierent, and the presen e of several

ompletely the pi ture of uni ation. Cutos

of the presen e of power

orre tions, but the

oe ients of these

an give an indi ation
orre tions

annot be

omputed without knowing the details of the full theory.
To see this point more
fermion with mass

Mf

learly, we add to our

satisfying

may be negle ted, and

4+δ

Ms ≫ Mf ≫ Mc ,

ompute its ee ts on the

dimensional theory an additional

su h that

oupling

ompa ti ation

onstant for

orre tions

Mc2 ≪ Q2 ≪ Mf2 ,

using dimensional regularization. We have

(δ)
Πf (Q)

By expanding for

e2
= 42
2π



π
Mc

Q2 ≪ Mf
(δ)
Πf (Q)

For odd values of

δ

we

δ/2

Γ(−δ/2)

δ

1

0

dxx(1 − x) Mf2 + x(1 − x)Q2

and integrating over

e2
= 42
2π

x

we obtain

  

√ Mf δ
δ
Γ −
π
Mc
2

an use the analyti

result. For even values of

Z

δ Q2
1
+
6 60 Mf2

ontinuation of the

Γ

!

δ/2

.

.

(5.7)

(5.8)

fun tion to obtain a nite

we will allow a slight departure of the integer value in order to

dimensionally regularize the integral. Clearly, integrating out the heavy fermion gives power
orre tions to the gauge
dimension operators, e.g.

oupling. In addition, it also generates
ontributions proportional
26

Q2

ontributions to the higher

and higher powers. As

an be seen

by

omparing with Eqs. (4.6)(4.9) these power

al ulated using a hard

orre tions are qualitatively similar to those

uto. Evidently, in the

ontext of a more

ase, given the existen e of a heavy fermion), power

orre tions may be en ountered even if

the dimensional regularization is employed. However, as one
example,

δ=1

in Eq.(5.8), the

omplete theory (in this

oe ients of the power

an easily see by setting, for

orre tions obtained knowing the

full theory are in general dierent from those obtained using a hard
fa t, no

hoi e of

Λ

in Eq.(4.7)

an reprodu e all the

oe ients appearing in Eq.(5.8).

The situation is somewhat similar to what happens when
mat hed to

χP T

arguments, one

with

SU(3) ⊗ SU(3).

an expe t

orre tions like

χP T

SU(2) ⊗ SU(2)

In the

m2K /fπ2 .

uto, e.g. Eq.(4.7). In

But,

with

SU(2) ⊗ SU(2)

is

theory, just by dimensional

an one

ompute them reliably

without even knowing that there are kaons?

VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have attempted a
of

oupling

riti al dis ussion of the arguments in favor of power-law running

onstants in models with extra dimensions.

arguments lead to an arbitrary

β

fun tion depending on the parti ular way

KK thresholds. In parti ular, if one

5

hosen to

ross

hooses the physi al way of passing thresholds provided

by the va uum polarization fun tion of the photon, a
modes is divergent for more than

We have shown that the naive

β

fun tion that

ounts the number of

dimensions.

We have studied the question of de oupling of KK modes in QED with 4+
dimensions by analyzing the behavior of the VPF of the photon. We have

δ

( ompa t)

omputed rst

the imaginary part of the VPF by using unitarity arguments, and found that it rapidly
rea hes the value obtained in a non- ompa t theory (only a few modes are ne essary).
We also showed that it grows as
of theories in extra dimensions.

(s/Mc2 )δ/2 ,

exhibiting

learly the non-renormalizability

To obtain the full VPF, one

an use an appropriately

subtra ted dispersion relation. Instead, we use the full quantum ee tive eld theory, with
the expe tation, suggested by the

al ulation of the imaginary part of the VPF, that the

bad UV behavior of the theory is

aptured by the behavior of the un ompa tied theory.

To

he k this idea, we have

omputed the VPF in the un ompa tied theory, regularized by

dimensional regularization (δ

→ δ − ε).

We have found that, after analyti al

the one loop VPF is nite, and proportional to
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Qδ

ontinuation,

for odd number of dimensions, and

has a simple pole, proportional to

Qδ ,

for even number of dimensions. This result

an be

understood easily, be ause there are no possible Lorentz and gauge invariant operators in
the Lagrangian able to absorb a term like

Qδ

for odd

δ.

δ

For

dimension operators are needed to regularize the theory. As a
imaginary part of the VPF in the limit of innite
For
a hard

even it shows that higher
he k we also re overed the

ompa ti ation radius.

omparison with other approa hes, we have also obtained the VPF in the

ase that

uto is used to regularize it. We found that the pie es that do not depend on the

uto are exa tly the same as those obtained by dimensional regularization, while the
dependent pie es are arbitrary, and
Next we have

an be

hanged at will by

omputed the VPF in the

be separated into a UV and IR nite

hanging the

uto pro edure.

ompa tied theory, and showed that it

ontribution and the VPF

pa tied theory; as was shown previously, the latter
regularization. The nite part is more

uto

an be

ompli ated, but

an

al ulated in the un om-

ontrolled using dimensional

an be

omputed numeri ally for

any number of dimensions. Also, some analyti al approximations have been obtained for
the low and the high energy limits (Q
two pie es, together with the

≪ Mc

ounterterms

obtain a nite expression for an ee tive
from

Q ≪ Mc

to

Q ≫ Mc ;

Q ≫ Mc

and

respe tively).

Adding these

oming from higher dimension operators, we

harge whi h

an be extrapolated

ontinuously

however, its value does depend on higher dimension operator

ouplings.
De oupling of all KK modes in this ee tive

harge is smooth and physi ally meaningful,

and the low energy logarithmi

running is re overed. We use this ee tive

the low energy

αeff (mZ ))

ouplings (i.e.

with the

harge to

onne t

oupling of the theory in luding all KK

modes, regularized by dimensional regularization. We nd that this mat hing only involves
the standard logarithmi
no power

running from

mZ

to the

orre tions appear in this mat hing.

ompa ti ation s ale

However, if

Mc .

In parti ular,

utos are used to regularize

the VPF in the non- ompa t spa e, one does nd power

orre tions, exa tly as expe ted

from naive dimensional analysis. In the EFT language one

ould interpret these

as an additional mat hing between the ee tive
omplete theory.
knowing the

D

The question is how reliably

dimensional eld theory and some more
an this mat hing be estimated without

omplete theory. By adding to our theory an additional fermion with

and integrating it out, we argue that power
the details of the

orre tions

omplete theory, in whi h the

28

orre tions

D

annot be

Mf ≫ Mc ,

omputed without knowing

dimensional theory is embedded. Some

examples in whi h this mat hing

an, in prin iple, be

omputed are some string models

[8, 14, 57℄, and the re ently proposed de- onstru ted extra dimensions [58, 59, 60℄.
the question of uni ation of

ouplings this result seems rather negative, at least when

ompared with standard Grand Unied Theories, where gauge
tested without knowing their details. Alternatively, one

oupling uni ation

onstraint on the possible

an be

an approa h this result from a more

optimisti point of view, and regard the requirement of low-energy uni ation of
a stringent

For

ouplings as

ompletions of the extra-dimensional theories [18, 61℄.
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